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1  INTRODUCTION

Portable 
Dehumidifier
Acson Portable Dehumidifier is equipped with high 
performance dehumidification module which able to 
provide optimal humidity for indoors. It is easy to carry 
around and use in any environment with different humidity 
levels. It is able to meet the needs of dehumidification in 
every environment with its large water tank capacity.
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Benefits of Dehumidifier

Mold and mildew 
reduction

Improves comfort

Get rid of “musty” 
and “rotting” smell

Dry clothes

Reduce pest related 
issues

Lower energy cost

Helps with allergies and 
improve respiratory issue

Protect household items

The ideal relative humidity for health and comfort 
lies between 30-60% of humidity. Too much 
humidity or too low humidity can negatively impact 
your comfort, health, home and possessions. 

Therefore, having the right level of humidity in your 
indoor air environment is critical to ensure a cleaner, 
healthier and comfortable living environment.
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APD12A

Wide Application  
The application floor area of this unit is up to 30m². User able to operate it at anywhere with ease.

Bedroom BathroomLiving Room WardrobeStudy RoomWorkplace



Efficient Dehumidification
This product is designed with a high performance dehumidification 
module that helps to remove the moisture in the environment effectively.

Detachable Filter For Easy Cleaning
The filter located at the back of the unit could be detached for cleaning 
purpose to ensure higher efficiency of the dehumidification module and 
cleaner air.

1200mL Large Water Tank
As the humid air passed over the dehumidification module, the condensed 
water will drips into the large water tank .The transparent water tank could 
allow user to monitor the water level with ease from time to time.

Lightweight and Portable
With its light weight and equipped with a portable handle at the top 
of the unit, it is easy to carry around and operate in different humidity 
environment.
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*Remark: 
In an environment with humidity level of 85% and 
a temperature of 30°C, the humidification capacity 
is 320ml/day (Data from testing laboratory)
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5 SPECIFICATION

Rainbow Coloured Ambient Lighting

It could be used as an alternative source of night light with relaxing ambient lighting to ease your mind. The unit will switch between 
different colours of ambient lighting by default. User could fix it at certain colour of their choice by pressing the ambience light switch.
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PORTABLE 
DEHUMIDIFIER

Portable Dehumidifier < 41dBProduct Sound Level

Model Name Net WeightAPD12A 1.28 kg

Voltage Unit Colour100 - 240V White

Accessories
Portable Dehumidifier, 

Adapter, Operation Manual, 
Warranty Card

Water Tank Capacity 1200mL

Power Unit Dimension (H x W x D)33W 258 x 137 x 139 mm

Dehumidification 
Capacity  
(85% RH, 30°C)

Material

320ml/day

ABS

Warranty 1 Year

APD12A

Water Tank Overflow Protection Mode Simple and Elegant Button Low Noise Operation

This product is equipped with water tank overflow 
protection mode whereby the unit will automatically 
shut down when full tank. The ambience light will flash 
red and the indicator light with flash white to remind 
user to clean the water tank.

This product is designed to be operated easily, 
enabling a hassle free user experience. Just connect 
the unit with the power adaptor and switch on the unit, 
you are good to go! 

This unit is designed with optimized air duct channel 
and highly efficient fan which make it relatively quiet 
during operation. (<41dB)

On/Off Button

Indicator Light

Light Button

<41dB
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